
People are an essential element of the hospitality business. 
Use smart machines, including robots, to augment what a 
restaurant can offer. By Maggie Hennessy

The menu at Boston fast-casual spot
Spyce Kitchen is rife with personal
touches from head chef Sam Benson.
The Lebanese chicken-and-lentil bowl
reminds him of the smell of his mother
toasting coriander to grind with cin-
namon when he was a child. The for-
mer executive sous chef at New York’s
Cafe Boulud also loves how the aroma
of ras el hanout fills the restaurant when-
ever someone orders the chickpea-
and tomato-based Moroccan bowl. He
thought he’d coax the most flavor out 
of the spicy Latin bowl by braising the
black beans with chilies, onions, garlic
and toasted spices.

But when customers walk up to a
kiosk and select one of seven $7.50

grain- and vegetable-based bowls, they
won’t see Benson or any other human
frying up these carefully selected ingre-
dients. Instead, a robotic chef with
seven magnetically heated woks and
finely tuned temperature and time sen-
sors tosses and sears the ingredients
and dumps them into compostable
bowls to be garnished and delivered
to the customer, all in less than three
minutes. Hot water jets instantly scrub
the woks clean before the next order is
cooked.

Benson was recruited by fine-dining 
chef Daniel Boulud, who signed on as
Spyce’s culinary director and investor this
spring after four Massachusetts Institute
of Technology engineering students
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There are humans 
on staff at Spyce 
Kitchen, too. 
Daniel Boulud 
signed on as 
Spyce’s culinary 
director and 
investor in the 
spring after four 
MIT engineering 
students 
approached him 
with the idea.
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At Spyce Kitchen, a robotic chef with seven 
magnetically heated woks and fi nely tuned 
temperature and time sensors tosses and 
sears the ingredients and dumps them into 
compostable bowls.

SPYCE RESTAURANT’S 
MOROCCAN BOWL

PENNY, A ROBOT
THAT HELPS 
SERVERS RUN 
FOOD, COSTS A 
THIRD OF THE 
SALARY OF A 
MINIMUM WAGE 
EMPLOYEE 
PER MONTH.
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approached him with the idea. There
are humans on staff at Spyce, too—a
GM, a guide who greets and assists cus-
tomers, and a garde manager who gar-
nishes bowls and passes them to cus-
tomers, and helps the robot replenish
ingredients.

“�ere’s a challenge with a lot of res-
taurants to improve efficiency,” says
chief operating offi cer and one of the
four founders, Kale Rogers. “We’ve taken
the repetitive hot-cooking process, stan-
dardized it, and taken it out of the way
to allow people to focus on hospital-
ity—chatting with customers, adding
fi nishing touches and handing the food
to people with a smile. What we looked
to optimize was the repetitive tasks we
could do with a robot.”

Driving efficiency throughout the
process (ingredients are prepped at a
commissary beforehand) allows Spyce
to staff strategically based on demand,
Rogers says.

�en again, being a fast-casual con-
cept, service jostles with speed, conve-
nience and price more so than in a full-
service setting.

“I think the concern [about robotics in
restaurants] comes from this notion of
trying to replace people in general,” he
acknowledges. “For the customer expe-
rience and hospitality aspect, I hope that
will never be taken away. We might be
able to partially automate or improve
the cooking side, but customer experi-
ence is something people are intrinsi-
cally so good at.”

It’s a point of contention for full-ser-
vice restaurants looking to automation
to make certain processes easier or more
cost eff ective—whether through table-
mounted self-pay tablets, predictive
scheduling, or, yes, robots. Will it make
humans obsolete?

“I recognize that there’s a lot of peo-
ple that want to be fi rst to do things,”

says David Morton, co-owner of DMK
Restaurants in Chicago, which employs
1,000 people across 10 concepts. His
father Arnie Morton started Morton’s
Restaurant Group. “Restaurants are very
en vogue, there’s low barrier to entry—
a lot like other bubbles of my lifetime,
from real estate in the ’90s to tech in
2001. But I would caution operators
about the dehumanization of restau-
rants through robotics. The industry
has evolved, but it hasn’t fundamentally
changed. It’s about people.”

People are expensive
Restaurants using automation often
cite customer satisfaction as the driv-
ing force behind automation, but the
aff ordability of the technology and ris-
ing labor costs are undoubtedly contrib-
uting to the trend, too. In 2015, 14 cit-
ies and states approved $15 minimum
wages—double the current federal min-
imum. According to U.S. Census Bureau
data analyzed by Fortune magazine, 17
percent of Americans will live in a state
or metro area with a $15 minimum wage
in less than fi ve years.

“The biggest pain points for restau-
rants are not only labor supply, but also
managing people,” says Juan Higueros,
COO of Bear Robotics. �e Redwood City,
California, company is piloting a small
learning robot named Penny that helps
servers run food and bus tables in eight
to 10 Bay Area restaurants, including
Pizza Hut, this fall.

CEO John Ha, a former Google engi-
neer, designed the robot after assuming
ownership of a Korean restaurant in Mil-
pitas, California, where he got a crash
course in restaurant labor—fi lling in for
dishwashers, cooks, and servers when
someone called in sick or quit unexpect-
edly—and thought robotics could help.

�e robot, which costs about a third of

“We’ve taken the repetitive hot-cooking process,
standardized it and taken it out of the way to 
allow people to focus on hospitality.” Kale Rogers
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AUTOMATION ISN’T JUST ABOUT ROBOT COOKS
AND SERVERS. BELOW ARE FOUR AUTOMATION 
INNOVATIONS ALREADY IN USE AT RESTAURANTS 
AROUND THE COUNTRY.

PAY WITH YOUR FACE
Brands like tech-centric holding company Cali Group are
taking self-pay tablets a step further. Cali recently rolled out 
a face-based payment pilot program at its fast casual Cal-
iBurger in Pasadena that enables customers to order, pay, 
log into their loyalty programs, and even reorder custom 
meals. 

PYO DRINKS
Building on the success of Coca-Cola’s Freestyle machines,
self-serving beer bars like Tapster in Chicago and Clouds 
Brewing in Durham, North Carolina, are jumping on the 
pour-your-own trend as a means to cut down on wait times 
and put control in the customer’s hands. Customers pay by 
the ounce using an RFID-enabled card or wristband they 
purchase upon entering the bar. 

SEAMLESS SCHEDULING
Optimized staffi ng can save a restaurant thousands per 
month in labor costs and hours. Software providers like 
7shifts analyze restaurants’ historical scheduling data, then 
automatically schedule employees based on skill level, roles 
performed, and demand.

MOBILE MANIA
About 69 percent of consumers order food using online plat-
forms, according to research from the Interactive Advertis-
ing Bureau and media platform Viggle. Various platforms 
support different levels of automation. Apps like Square 
Order enable customers to pre-order food and customize 
pickup times; online ordering sites with integrated payments 
like eHungry allow restaurants to decide how and when 
orders come in; while apps like Splick-it integrate with a res-
taurant’s existing POS and support beacon-based ordering, 
email marketing, and existing loyalty programs.

EYES ON 
AUTOMATION

the salary of a minimum-wage employee
per month, is designed to navigate a res-
taurant’s crowded, narrow pathways
using only forward movement and sen-
sors to avoid obstacles. Staff program the
location of each table and the kitchen,
and the robot makes itself a map of the
restaurant. Servers use a tablet to sum-
mon the robot whenever food is ready,
telling it where to go.

Like Rogers, Higueros stresses that
it’s meant to assist, not replace, people.

“This is meant to augment the people
you have—make their jobs easier and
take on routine things they do,” he says.

“�at way, the people you’re employing
are more social and adding more value
to your concept.”

Noting that customers don’t become
regulars because of the robot, Higueros
says servers actually benefi t most from
Penny—for the new skills they gain as
much as the extra set of robotic hands.

“�ey have their own assistant they’re
managing,” Higueros says. “Once they
start using it, it becomes a natural part
of their workfl ow.”

Bear Robotics has a specific target
customer in mind—casual-dining con-
cepts with footprints of 2,500 square
feet and above.

A boon for casual?
Indeed, the category has already widely
embraced one form of automation: self-
pay tablets, now mounted on tables at
roughly 8,000 eateries nationwide—
such as Chili’s, Olive Garden, and Out-
back Steakhouse. Not having to wait for
servers can expedite the dining expe-
rience by six to nine minutes per table;
plus, servers with customers using tab-
lets see a 15 percent increase in tips,
according to leading provider Ziosk. �e
lack of human interaction in the ordering
process appears to encourage upselling,
too. Ziosk competitor Buzztime claims
that tables with its self-service POS sys-
tem spend 21 percent more per check.

It’s not all good news, though. More
customers are filling out the built-in
customer satisfaction surveys, which
are logged automatically and anony-
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mously—the latter to the detriment
of wait staff. More restaurant opera-
tors are using the data to assess job per-
formance, making an already diffi cult
working environment even more unfair,
dredging up the sorts of personal attacks
one might read from a long-winded, dis-
gruntled Yelper.

Morton wouldn’t consider using self-
pay tablets at any DMK restaurants,
agreeing that they’re better suited to
large casual-dining chains. DMK has
found a place for automation, however, at
Marshall’s Landing, the cafe, lounge, and
eatery it opened in 2017 as part of Vor-
nado Realty Trust’s redesign of the Mer-
chandise Mart in Chicago. �e sprawl-
ing second-floor space mainly serves
employees of the massive, tech-forward
commercial building.

“Vornado wanted something that
didn’t feel like a traditional restaurant,
more a center of gravity … where people
could go and enjoy a meal or coff ee with
limited interruptions and maximum ser-
vice,” Morton says. “So our challenge was,
how do we make this as accessible as pos-
sible without being intrusive?”

�e answer was Kallpods, or small,
RFID-enabled call buttons created by
New York design fi rm A+I that custom-
ers can push to summon a server or get
their check. �ey’re situated on tables

throughout the cafe and lounge, and
a portion of the eatery. Pushing one
prompts a special device on servers’ belts
or in their aprons to vibrate and display
the table number.

“�ere are so many group outings and
one-on-one coff ee meetings,” Morton
says. “In that environment you want to
feel taken care of without interrupting
your conversation or presentation.”

Interestingly, there’s one place con-
sumers won’t fi nd the buttons: the res-
taurant dining room. �is was initially
because DMK merely hadn’t purchased
enough.

“Then we found that guests, who
always show us the way, actually pre-
ferred not to have them,” Morton says.
Moreover, despite that Kallpods have
optimized Marshall’s Landing staff and
enabled servers to make more money,
Morton stresses it was a one-time solu-
tion to a unique problem rather than a
panacea.

“Restaurants aren’t just about put-
ting food in front of the customer for
the lowest cost possible to the business,”
Morton says. “�ere are so many other
inputs, including the culture of restau-
rants, training and development of peo-
ple, and the art, very much so from a
human standpoint. And culinary arts
are thriving and will continue to.”

SELF-PAY TECHNOLOGY IS TAKING OFF. TABLETS ARE MOUNTED ON TABLES AT ABOUT 
8,000 CHAIN RESTAURANTS NATIONWIDE. THE TECHNOLOGY EXPEDITES THE DINING 
EXPERIENCE BY SIX TO NINE MINUTES PER TABLE, AND INCREASES TIPPING, ACCORDING TO 
LEADING PROVIDER ZIOSK.
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This fall, there is no better 
way cater to your customers 

than offering Blount 
premium soups. Favorites 
like our Classic Broccoli 

Cheddar Soup are sure to 
be a hit as the weather 

starts to cool. With over 100 
soup varieties, our easy to 
prepare and ready to heat 
bags mean less labor and 

more profit. 

To learn more, contact
 Blount Fine Foods 
at 774-888-1300 

or visit us on
blountfinefoods.com
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